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Abstract
Typically, practical optimization problems involve nonsmooth functions
of hundreds or thousands of variables. As a rule, the variables in such problems are restricted to certain meaningful intervals. In this paper, we propose
an efficient adaptive limited memory bundle method for large-scale nonsmooth, possibly nonconvex, bound constrained optimization. The method
combines the nonsmooth variable metric bundle method and the smooth
limited memory variable metric method, while the constraint handling is
based on the projected gradient method and the dual subspace minimization. The preliminary numerical experiments to be presented confirm the
usability of the method.
Keywords: Nondifferentiable programming, large-scale optimization, bundle methods, variable metric methods, limited memory methods, box constraints.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we propose an adaptive limited memory bundle algorithm for solving
large-scale nonsmooth (nondifferentiable) bound constrained optimization problems
(
minimize
f (x)
(1)
subject to
xl ≤ x ≤ xu ,
where the objective function f : Rn → R is supposed to be locally Lipschitz continuous and the number of variables n is supposed to be large. Moreover, the vectors xl
∗
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and xu representing the lower and the upper bounds on the variables, respectively,
are fixed and the inequalities in (1) are taken componentwise.
Nonsmooth optimization problems are in general difficult to solve, even when
they are unconstrained. The direct application of smooth gradient-based methods to
nonsmooth problems may lead to a failure in convergence, in optimality conditions,
or in gradient approximation (see, e.g., [20]). Furthermore, derivative free methods,
like genetic algorithms (see, e.g., [11]) or Powell’s method (see, e.g., [9]) may be
unreliable and become inefficient whenever the dimension of the problem increases.
Thus, special tools for solving nonsmooth optimization problems are needed.
Nowadays different variants of bundle methods (see, e.g., [15, 17, 26, 32]) are recognized the most effective and reliable methods for nonsmooth optimization problems. Their basic assumption is that at every point x ∈ Rn , we can evaluate the
value of the objective function f (x) and an arbitrary subgradient ξ ∈ Rn from the
subdifferential [5]
∂f (x) = conv{ lim ∇f (xi ) | xi → x and ∇f (xi ) exists },
i→∞

where “conv” denotes the convex hull of a set. The idea behind bundle methods
is to approximate ∂f (x) by gathering subgradient information from previous iterations into a bundle. A search direction can then be found as a solution a quadratic
subproblem (see, e.g., [17, 26, 32]). By utilizing so called subgradient aggregation
strategy [17], it is possible to prove the global convergence of bundle methods with
a bounded number of stored subgradients.
While standard bundle methods are very efficient for small- and medium-scale
problems, they are not, in general, competent in large-scale settings (see, e.g., [2, 14,
16]). In [12, 13, 14] we have proposed a limited memory bundle method for general,
possibly nonconvex, nonsmooth large-scale optimization. The method combines the
variable metric bundle methods [23, 33] for small- and medium-scale nonsmooth
optimization with the limited memory variable metric methods (see, e.g., [4, 10, 22,
29]) for smooth large-scale optimization.
The basic limited memory bundle method [13, 14] as well as its adaptive version [12] are only suitable for unconstrained problems. However, besides nonsmoothness, real world optimization problems often involve some kind of constraints. Indeed, some problems are not even defined if their variables are not
restricted into certain meaningful intervals. Typically, when using bundle methods, the problems with simple constraints (such as bound or linear constraints) are
solved by including the constraints directly to the quadratic subproblem (see, e.g.,
[18, 19]). However, we do not solve any quadratic subproblems in the limited memory bundle method (at least not in the sense of bundle methods) and, thus, we had
to sought for alternative ways for constraint handling. Our approach is based on
gradient projection (naturally, we use subgradients instead of gradients) and dual
subspace minimization and it is adopted from the smooth limited memory BFGS
method for bound constrained optimization [3]. The method to be described here
differs from the original limited memory bundle method [12, 13, 14] mainly in the
calculation of the search direction. Furthermore, the line search is now enforced to
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produce feasible points (that is, the point x ∈ Rn satisfying xl ≤ x ≤ xu ). On the
other hand, the new method differs from the limited memory BFGS method [3] in
the fact that, indeed, it is capable of handling nonsmooth objectives by utilizing null
steps and aggregation of subgradients. Moreover, we wish to point out that limited memory bundle method to be presented only generates feasible points. This
can be an advantage in the case the objective function or the subgradient values are
undefined or difficult to compute if some of the constraints are violated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the adaptive limited memory bundle method for bound constrained optimization. We start
by giving a brief introduction to the method. After that, we describe in detail the
adaptive limited memory bundle algorithm, identification of the active set, and the
subspace minimization procedure used. In Section 3, some preliminary results of
numerical experiments are presented. The numerical results demonstrate the usability of the new method with both convex and nonconvex large-scale nonsmooth
bound constrained minimization problems. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude and
give some ideas of further development. A detailed description of limited memory
matrix updating is given in Appendix.

2 Method
In this section, we describe the adaptive limited memory bundle method for bound
constrained large-scale nonsmooth optimization. We start by giving a simple flowchart
(in Figure 1) to point out the basic ideas of the algorithm. The limited memory bundle method is characterized by the usage of null steps together with the aggregation
of subgradients. Moreover, the limited memory approach is utilized in the calculation of the search direction and the aggregate values. The usage of null steps gives
further information about the nonsmooth objective function in the case the search
direction is not “good enough”. On the other hand, a simple aggregation of subgradients guarantees the convergence of the aggregate subgradients to zero and makes
it possible to evaluate a termination criterion [12, 13].
The search direction is calculated using two-stage approach. First, we define the
quadratic model function qk that approximates the objective function at the iteration
point xk by
1
T
qk (x) = f (xk ) + ξ̃k (x − xk ) + (x − xk )T Bk (x − xk ),
2

(2)

where ξ̃k is the aggregate subgradient of the objective function and Bk is the limited
memory variable metric update that, in smooth case, represents the approximation
of the Hessian matrix. Now, the generalized gradient projection method is used to
find the generalized Cauchy point [6] and, at the same time, to identify the active
set IA = {i | xi = xli or xi = xui } of the problem. The calculation of the generalized Cauchy point makes it possible to add and delete several bounds from the
active set during a single iteration, which may be an important feature for both nonsmooth [31] and large-scale [7] problems. After the active set has been identified,
3
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Figure 1: Adaptive limited memory bundle method with bounds.

the quadratic model function (2) is approximately minimized with respect to free
variables, in other words, the variables in the active set remain fixed throughout
the process. The search direction is then defined to be the vector leading from the
current iteration point xk to this approximate minimizer. Finally, a line search that
is guaranteed to produce feasible points is performed.
As already mentioned, we utilize the limited memory approach (see, e.g., [4, 10,
22, 29]) in the calculation of the search direction and the aggregate values. The idea
of limited memory matrix updating is that instead of storing the large matrices Bk
and Dk (we denote by Dk the update formula that is inverse of Bk ), we store a certain
(usually small constant) number m̂c of vectors, so-called correction pairs obtained at
the previous iterations of the algorithm, and we use these correction pairs to implicitly define the variable metric matrices. When the storage space available is used up,
the oldest correction pairs are deleted to make room for new ones; thus, except for
the first few iterations, we always have the m̂c most recent correction pairs available.
In practice, the utilization of limited memory approach means that the variable
4

metric updates are not as accurate as if we used standard variable metric updates
(see, e.g., [9]). However, both the storage space required and the number of operations needed in the calculations are significantly smaller. In the adaptive limited
memory bundle method [12] the number of stored correction pairs m̂c may change
during the computation. This means that we can start the optimization with a small
m̂c and when we are closer to the optimal point, m̂c may be increased until some upper limit m̂u is achieved. The aim of this adaptability is to improve the accuracy of
the basic method without loosing much from efficiency, that is, without increasing
computational costs too much.
For more details of the limited memory updating formulae refer to Appendix.

2.1 Limited memory bundle method.
In this subsection, we describe within more details the limited memory bundle algorithm for solving nonsmooth optimization problems of type (1). The algorithm to be
presented generates a sequence of basic points (xk ) ⊂ S together with a sequence of
auxiliary points (y k ) ⊂ S, where the set S = {x ∈ Rn | xl ≤ x ≤ xu } is the feasible
region of problem (1). A new iteration point xk+1 and a new auxiliary point y k+1 are
produced using a special line search procedure [12, 13] such that
xk+1 = xk + tkL dk

and

y k+1 = xk + tkR dk ,

for k ≥ 1

with y 1 = x1 , where tkR ∈ (0, tkmax ] and tkL ∈ [0, tkR ] are step sizes, tkmax ≥ 1 is the upper
bound for the step size that assures the feasibility of produced points, and dk is a
search direction.
A necessary condition for a serious step is to have
tkR = tkL > 0

and

f (y k+1 ) ≤ f (xk ) − εL tkR wk ,

(3)

where εL ∈ (0, 1/2) is a line search parameter and wk > 0 represents the desirable
amount of descent of f at xk . If condition (3) is satisfied, we set xk+1 = y k+1 and a
serious step is taken.
Otherwise, we take a null step. In this case, the usage of special line search procedure guarantees that we have
tkR > tkL = 0

and

− βk+1 + dTk ξk+1 ≥ −εR wk ,

(4)

where εR ∈ (εL, 1/2) is a line search parameter, ξ k+1 ∈ ∂f (y k+1), and βk+1 is the subgradient locality measure [21, 27] similar to bundle methods. In the case of a null
step, we set xk+1 = xk but information about the objective function is increased because we store the auxiliary point y k+1 and the corresponding auxiliary subgradient
ξk+1 .
For the direction finding, the limited memory bundle method uses the original
subgradient ξ k after the serious step and the aggregate subgradient ξ̃ k after the null
5

step. The aggregation procedure (see, Step 6 in Algorithm 2.1) is similar to that of
the original variable metric bundle methods [23, 33] except that the variable metric
updates are now calculated using limited memory approach.
In our algorithm we use both the limited memory BFGS and the limited memory
SR1 update formulae in the calculations of the search direction and the aggregate
values. If the previous step was a null step, the matrices Dk and Bk are formed using the limited memory SR1 updates (see Appendix, eqs. (16) and (17)), since these
update formulae give us a possibility to preserve the boundedness and some other
properties of generated matrices needed for global convergence. Otherwise, since
these properties are not required after a serious step, the more efficient limited memory BFGS updates (see Appendix, eqs. (14) and (15)) are employed. The individual
updates that would violate positive definiteness are skipped (for more details, see
[12, 13, 14]).
We now present a model algorithm for the adaptive limited memory bundle
method for solving the bound constrained optimization problems. After that, we
describe how the generalized Cauchy point and the search direction can be determined. In what follows, we assume that at every feasible point x ∈ S ⊂ Rn we can
evaluate the value of the objective function f (x) and the corresponding arbitrary
subgradient ξ ∈ ∂f (x).
A LGORITHM 2.1. (Adaptive Limited Memory Bundle Method with Bounds.)
Data: Choose the final accuracy tolerance ε > 0, the positive line search parameters
εL ∈ (0, 1/2) and εR ∈ (εL , 1/2), the distance measure parameter γ ≥ 0 (with
γ = 0 if f is convex), and the locality measure parameter ω ≥ 1. Select an
upper limit m̂u ≥ 3 for the number of stored correction pairs and the size of
the bundle mξ ≥ 2.
Step 0: (Initialization.) Choose a (feasible) starting point x1 ∈ S ⊂ Rn and set the
initial matrices D1 = B1 = I. Choose an initial maximum number of stored
correction pairs m̂c (3 ≤ m̂c ≤ m̂u ). Set y 1 = x1 and β1 = 0. Compute
f1 = f (x1 ) and ξ1 ∈ ∂f (x1 ). Set the iteration counter k = 1.
Step 1: (Serious step initialization.) Set the aggregate subgradient ξ̃k = ξk and the
aggregate subgradient locality measure β̃k = 0. Set an index for the serious
step m = k.
Step 2: (Generalized Cauchy point.) Compute the generalized Cauchy point and determine the active set by Algorithm 2.2 using the limited memory BFGS update
formula (14) and (15) if m = k and using the limited memory SR1 update
formula (16) and (17), otherwise.
Step 3: (Direction finding.) Compute the search direction dk by Algorithm 2.3 using
the same update formula as in Step 2.
Step 4: (Stopping criterion.) Calculate
T

wk = −ξ̃ k dk + 2β̃k .
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(5)

If wk ≤ ε, then stop with xk as the final solution. Otherwise, if wk ≤ 103 ε and
m̂c < m̂u , set m̂c = m̂c + 1.
Step 5: (Line search.) Determine the maximum step size tkmax such that xk + tkmax dk is
feasible. Determine the step sizes tkR ∈ (0, tkmax ] and tkL ∈ [0, tkR ] to take either
a serious step or a null step (that is, check whether (3) or (4) is valid). Set the
corresponding values
xk+1 = xk + tkL dk ,
y k+1 = xk + tkR dk ,
fk+1 = f (xk+1),
ξk+1 ∈ ∂f (y k+1 ).
Set uk = ξ k+1 − ξm and sk = y k+1 − xk = tkR dk . If tkL > 0 (serious step),
set βk+1 = 0, k = k + 1, and go to Step 1. Otherwise, calculate the locality
measure
βk+1 = max{|f (xk ) − f (y k+1 ) + sTk ξ k+1 )|, γksk kω }.
Step 6: (Aggregation.)
Determine multipliers λki satisfying λki ≥ 0 for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
P3
and i=1 λki = 1 that minimize the function
ϕ(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ) = (λ1 ξ m + λ2 ξ k+1 + λ3 ξ̃ k )T Dk (λ1 ξ m + λ2 ξ k+1 + λ3 ξ̃ k )
+ 2(λ2 βk+1 + λ3 β̃k ),
where Dk is calculated by the same updating formula as in Steps 2 and 3.
Set
ξ̃ k+1 = λk1 ξm + λk2 ξ k+1 + λk3 ξ̃k
β̃k+1 =

λk2 βk+1

+

and

λk3 β̃k .

Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 2.
To ensure the global convergence of the method, we assume that matrices Dk are
uniformly positive definite and uniformly bounded (we say that a matrix is bounded
if its eigenvalues lie in the compact interval that does not contain zero). This requires
some modifications to the model algorithm, for instance, corrections of matrices Dk
when necessary. In this way we obtain more complicated algorithm which, in unconstrained case, is described in detail in [12, 13]. The basic assumption for bundle
method to converge, that is, after a null step we have z T Dk+1 z ≤ z T Dk z for all
z ∈ Rn , is guaranteed by the special limited memory SR1 update [12, 13].
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2.2 Generalized Cauchy Point
In this subsection, we show how to calculate the generalized Cauchy point and, at
the same time, how to identify the active set of problem (1). In principle, the procedure used here is the same as that in [3]. We only use here the aggregate subgradient
of the objective function instead of gradient and, in addition to the limited memory
BFGS update formula, we utilize the limited memory SR1 update whenever necessary.
Let us first define the projection operator P[·] (componentwise) by

l

if xi < xli
xi ,
P[x, xl , xu ]i = xi ,
if xi ∈ [xli , xui ]

 u
xi ,
if xi > xui .

This operator projects the point x into the feasible region S defined by bounds xl
and xu .
The generalized Cauchy point at iteration k is defined as the first local minimizer
of the univariate piecewise quadratic function
q̂k (t) = qk (P[xk − tξ̃ k , xl , xu ]),
(with qk defined in (2)) along the projected gradient direction P[xk − tξ̃ k , xl , xu ] − xk
(see, e.g., [6]). That is, if we denote by tcp
k the value of t corresponding to the first
local minimum of q̂k (t), the generalized Cauchy point is given by
cp
l
u
xcp
k = P[xk − tk ξ̃ k , x , x ].

The variables whose values at xcp
k are at lower or upper bound, comprise the active
set IA .
In practice, we first compute the values

l
˜

if ξ˜k,i > 0
(xk,i − xi )/ξk,i,
ti = (xk,i − xui )/ξ˜k,i,
(6)
if ξ˜k,i < 0


∞,
otherwise

for all i = 1, . . . , n to define the breakpoints in each coordinate direction. Here, we
have denoted by xk,i and ξ˜k,i the ith components of vectors xk and ξ̃ k , respectively.
We then sort these values ti in increasing order to obtain the ordered set {tj | tj ≤
tj+1 , j = 1, . . . , n}. For finding the generalized Cauchy point we search trough the
intervals [tj , tj+1 ] in order of increasing j until the one containing xcp
k is located.
Thus, we investigate the behavior of the quadratic function (2) for points lying on
the piecewise linear path
(
xk,i − tξ˜k,i,
if t ≤ ti
(7)
xk,i (t) =
xk,i − ti ξ˜k,i,
otherwise.
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Let us define the jth breakpoint by xj = xk (tj ). We can now express (7) in the
interval [tj , tj+1 ] as
j

xk (t) = xj + ∆td̂ ,

(8)

where ∆t = t − tj and
(
−ξ˜k,i,
dˆji =
0,

if tj ≤ ti
otherwise.

Now, defining
1 T
T
fj = f (xk ) + ξ̃k z j + z j Bk z j ,
2
jT
T j
j
′
fj = ξ̃k d̂ + d̂ Bk z ,
jT

j

fj′′ = d̂ Bk d̂ ,
where z = xj − xk , and combining (2) and (8), we obtain
1
qk (xk (t)) = fj + ∆tfj′ + ∆t2 fj′′ .
2
By calculating the derivative of qk (xk (t)) and setting it to zero, we obtain t = tj −
j
fj′ /fj′′ (note that fj′′ 6= 0 since in our algorithm Bk is positive definite and d̂ 6= 0 ).
Thus, due to positive definiteness of matrices Bk used in our algorithm, the generalized Cauchy point lies at xk (tj − fj′ /fj′′ ) if the point tj − fj′ /fj′′ lies in the interval
[tj , tj+1 ). Otherwise, the generalized Cauchy point lies at xk (tj ) if we have fj′ ≥ 0,
and it lies at or beyond xk (tj+1 ) in all the other cases.
We now give an algorithm for calculation of the generalized Cauchy point and
determination of the active set IA . To simplify the notation, we, for a while, omit the
iteration index k and use subscripts i and b to denote the ith and the bth component
of a vector. Moreover, we denote by eb the bth column of the identity matrix.
A LGORITHM 2.2. (Generalized Cauchy Point.)
Data: Suppose we have available the current (feasible) iteration point x, the lower
and the upper bounds xl and xu for x, the current aggregate subgradient ξ̃,
and the limited memory representation of matrix B (either the BFGS or the
SR1 formulation).
Step 0: (Initialization.) Compute the breakpoints ti in each coordinate direction by (6)
and define the direction
(
0,
if ti = 0
dˆi =
−ξ˜i ,
otherwise.
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Initialize
xcp = x,
IF = {i | ti > 0} (set of indices corresponding to the free variables),
IA = {i | ti = 0} (set of indices corresponding to the active bounds),
t = min{ti | i ∈ IF },
told = 0,
∆t = t − told = t, and
b = i such that ti = t. Shift b from IF to IA .
Step 1: (Examining the first interval.) Calculate
T

T

f ′ = ξ̃ d̂ = −d̂ d̂,
T

f ′′ = d̂ B d̂,
and
′
′′
∆tmin = −f /f .
If ∆tmin < ∆t go to Step 4.
Step 2: (Subsequent segments.) Set
(
xub ,
xcp
=
b
xlb ,

if dˆb > 0
if dˆb < 0.

Calculate
zb = xcp
b − xb ,
f ′ = f ′ + ∆tf ′′ + ξ˜b2 + ξ˜b eTb Bz, and
f ′′ = f ′′ + 2ξ˜b eT B d̂ + ξ˜2 eT Beb .
b

b

b

Set
dˆb = 0,
∆tmin = −f ′ /f ′′ ,
told = t,
t = min{ti | i ∈ IF } (using the heapsort algorithm [1])
∆t = t − told , and
b = i such that ti = t. Shift b from IF to IA .
Step 3: (Loop.) If ∆tmin ≥ ∆t go to Step 2.
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Step 4: (Generalized Cauchy point.) Set
∆tmin = max{∆tmin , 0},
told = told + ∆tmin ,
ˆ
xcp
i = xi + told di for all i such that ti ≥ t.
For all i ∈ IF such that ti = t, shift i from IF to IA .
The only expensive computations in Algorithm 2.2 are
T

eTb Bz,

d̂ B d̂,

eTb B d̂,

and

eTb Beb

at Steps 1 and 2. However, these calculations can be done very efficiently (within
O(n) operations) by using limited memory approach. We do not give any details of
these calculations here since, essentially, for the limited memory BFGS update, these
calculations proceeds similar to those given in [3] and, for the limited memory SR1
update, the idea should be perspicuous as well.

2.3 Direction finding
When the generalized Cauchy point has been found, we approximately minimize
the quadratic model function (2) over the space of free variables. The subspace
minimization procedure used in our approach is in principal the same as the dual
space method in [3] but, as before, we use the aggregate subgradient of the objective
function and we utilize the limited memory SR1 update if the previous step taken
was a null step (see Algorithm 2.1).
We solve d from smooth quadratic problem

T

ξ˜k d + 21 dT Bk d
minimize
(9)
such that
ATk d = bk
and


l
u
x ≤ xk + d ≤ x ,

cp
T
where Ak is the matrix of active constraints gradients at xcp
k and bk = Ak (xk − xk ).
Note that Ak consists of nA unit vectors (here nA is the number of elements in the
active set IA ) and ATk Ak is equal to identity.
We first ignore the bound constraints. The first order optimality conditions for
problem (9) without bounds are

ξ˜k + Bk d∗ + Ak µ∗ = 0
ATk d = bk .
∗

(10)
(11)

Now, by multiplying (10) by ATk Dk , where, as before, Dk = Bk−1 , and by using (11),
we obtain
(ATk Dk Ak )µ∗ = −ATk Dk ξ̃ k − bk ,
11

(12)

which determines Lagrange multipliers µ∗ . The linear system (12) can be solved by
utilizing the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula and the compact representation
of limited memory matrices (see [3]). Thus, d∗ can be given by
Bk d∗ = −Ak µ∗ − ξ̃ k .

(13)

If there are no active bounds present, we simply obtain d∗ = −Dk ξ̃ k , which is the
formula used also in the original unconstrained version of the limited memory bundle method [12, 14]. In the case the vector xk + d∗ violates the bounds in (9), we,
similarly to [3], backtrack along the line joining the infeasible point xk + d∗ and the
generalized Cauchy point xcp
k to regain the feasible region.
We now give an efficient algorithm for direction finding in bound constrained
case. For more details of the calculations using the limited memory approach, see [3].
A LGORITHM 2.3. (Direction Finding.)
Data: Suppose that we have available the current (feasible) iteration point xk , the
cp
Cauchy point xcp
k , the number of active variables nA at xk , the n × nA matrix
cp
Ak of the active constraints gradients at xk , the limited memory representation of matrix Dk (either the BFGS or the SR1 formulation), and the current
aggregate subgradient ξ̃ k .
Step 1: (No active bounds.) If nA = 0, compute
d∗ = −Dk ξ̃k
and go to Step 4.
Step 2: (Lagrange multipliers.) Compute the intermediate nA -vector
p = −ATk Dk ξ̃k − bk ,
where bk = ATk (xcp
k − xk ). Calculate the nA -vector of Lagrange multipliers
µ∗ = (ATk Dk Ak )−1 p.
Step 3: (Search direction.) Compute
d∗ = −Dk (Ak µ∗ + ξ̃ k ).
Step 4: (Backtrack.) Compute

cp
∗
u
α∗ = min 1, max{α | xli ≤ xcp
k,i + α(xk,i + di − xk,i ) ≤ xi , i ∈ IF } .
cp
∗
∗
Set x̄ = xcp
k + α (xk + d − xk ) and dk = x̄ − xk .

Note that since the columns of Ak are unit vectors, the operations between Ak and
a vector amount to select the appropriate elements from the vector and change of
sign if necessary. Hence, and due to usage of limited memory approach, the search
direction can be calculated within O(n) operations.
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3 Numerical Experiments
In this section we compare the proposed limited memory bundle method (LMBM-B)
to the proximal bundle method (PBNCGC [24, 26]) in a limited number of academic
large-scale test problems and one practical application. We use the solver PBNCGC as
a benchmark since the proximal bundle method is the most frequently used bundle
method in nonsmooth optimization. A more extensive numerical analysis concerning the performance of the unconstrained version of the limited memory bundle
method and its comparison with some other existing bundle methods in large-scale
minimization problems can be found in [14].
The academic test experiments were performed in a Intel Pentium 4 CPU
3.20GHz. For the practical application the test runs were performed on an HP9000/
J5600 workstation 2×PA8600 CPU 552MHz because of the libraries required. Both
the algorithms were implemented in Fortran77 with double-precision arithmetic.
The solvers were first tested with 10 nonsmooth academic minimization problems described in [14]. The problems in [14] are unconstrained but we inclosed the
additional bounds
R

R

x∗i + 0.1 ≤ xi ≤ x∗i + 1.1 for all odd i,
where x∗ denotes the solution for the unconstrained problem. If the original starting
point given in [14] was not feasible, we simply projected it to the feasible region.
The number of variables used in our academic experiment was 1000, and the
solvers were tested with relatively small amount of stored subgradient information.
That is, the size of the bundle mξ was set to 10 for LMBM-B and to 100 for PBNCGC
(since the previous experiments [12, 13] have shown that a larger bundle usually
works better with PBNCGC). We tested LMBM-B with different upper limits for the
stored correction pairs, that is, m̂u = 7, m̂u = 15, and m̂u = 50. In all cases the initial
maximum number of stored corrections pairs m̂c was set to 7. In what follows, we
denote these different variants by LMBM-B[7], LMBM-B[15], and LMBM-B[50],
respectively. For convex problems (problems 1 – 5 in [14]), we used the distance
measure parameter γ = 0 and for nonconvex problems (problems 6 – 10 in [14]), we
used the value γ = 0.5 with both LMBM-B and PBNCGC. The final accuracy parameter
ε = 10−5 was used in all the cases. Otherwise, the default parameters of the solvers
were used.
In addition to the usual stopping criteria of the solvers, we terminated the experiments if the CPU time elapsed exceeded half an hour. In these cases, the results
were accepted if they were less than two significant digits greater than the desired
accuracy of the solution.
The results of the academic experiments are summarized in Figure 2. The results are analyzed using the performance profiles introduced in [8]. As performance
measures, we use computation times (in Figure 2(a)) and numbers of function evaluations (in Figure 2(b)). In the performance profiles the value of ρ(τ ) at τ = 0 gives
the percentage of test problems for which the corresponding solver is the best and
the value of ρ(τ ) at the rightmost abscissa gives the percentage of test problems that
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Figure 2: Nonsmooth bound constrained problems with 1000 variables.
the corresponding solver can solve (this does not depend on the measured performance). Moreover, the relative efficiency of each solver can be directly seen from
the performance profiles: the higher is the particular curve, the better is the corresponding solver. For more information of performance profiles, see [8].
In Figure 2(a) we see the superiority of the different variants of the limited memory bundle solver when comparing the computational times; the computation time
elapsed with any of these variants was on the average about 100 times shorter
than that of PBNCGC and that only if we, for each solver, removed the most time
consuming problem from the test set. Otherwise, the differences between computational times of PBNCGC and different variants of LMBM-B were even greater.
On the other hand, there was not a big difference in the computational times between the different variants of LMBM-B (see Figure 2(a)). Although, quite surprisingly, LMBM-B[7] usually needed slightly more computation time than the other
two. This is due to fewer function evaluations required with LMBM-B[15] and
LMBM-B[50] (see Figure 2(b)). Note that, with all the problems the numbers of
function evaluations used with LMBM-B[15] were exactly the same as those used
with LMBM-B[50] and, thus, they can not be directly seen in Figure 2(b). The proximal bundle solver PBNCGC usually needed less function evaluations than the different variants of LMBM-B (see Figure 2(b)). However, as can be seen when comparing
the computational times, each individual iteration with PBNCGC was much more
costly than that with LMBM-B.
All the variants of LMBM-B failed to solve one of the problems (problem 2 in [14]).
This failure was quite predictable, since the problem is reported to be difficult to
solve with limited memory bundle method even without the bound constraints [14].
In addition, with solver LMBM-B[7] there were some difficulties to reach the desired
accuracy in two problems (problems 1 and 8 in [14]). Both these problems were
solved successfully when the upper limit for the number of stored correction pairs
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was increased. Also the proximal bundle solver PBNCGC failed to solve three of the
problems in the test set (problems 1, 6, and 10 in [14]).
In addition to the academic test problems, we tested LMBM-B and PBNCGC with a
hemivariational inequality problem [25] that is a nonsmooth nonconvex real-world
large-scale bound constrained optimization problem. Hemivariational inequalities
can be considered as generalizations of variational inequalities. The origin of these
kind of problems is in nonsmooth mechanics of solids, especially in nonmonotone
contact problems. Typically, hemivariational inequalities can be formulated as substationary point problems of the corresponding nonsmooth nonconvex energy functionals. For more details of the mathematical theory an applications of hemivariational inequalities in general, see [28, 30] and of the formulation of this particular
problem, see [25].
Similarly to previous experiments, the solvers were tested with mξ = 10 for
LMBM-B[7], LMBM-B[15], and LMBM-B[50] and with mξ = 100 for PBNCGC. In
all cases the value of the distance measure parameter γ was set to 0.5 (since the objective function is nonconvex). Otherwise, the parameter values similar to academic
problems were used. The number of variables in the problem was equal to 840.
The results of the experiment are given in Table 1, where Ni and Nf denote the
numbers of iterations and function evaluations used, respectively, f denotes the
value of the objective function at termination, and CPU time is given in seconds.
Table 1: Results for hemivariational inequalities.
Solver
PBNCGC
LMBM-B[7]
LMBM-B[15]
LMBM-B[50]

Ni/Nf

f

CPU

694/1454
121/126
118/124
121/128

−0.01240639
−0.01249884
−0.01242044
−0.01248906

48.23
1.49
3.04
5.66

Again, the different variants of LMBM-B were superior when comparing the computation times. Moreover, in this problem also the numbers of function evaluations
used with the limited memory bundle solvers were significantly smaller than those
used with the proximal bundle solver PBNCGC (see Table 1).

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have described a new limited memory bundle method for bound
constrained nonsmooth large-scale optimization. The preliminary numerical experiments confirm that the limited memory bundle solver is efficient for both convex
and nonconvex large-scale nonsmooth optimization problems. With large numbers
of variables it used significantly less CPU time than the other solver tested.
Although the new method appears to be useful already, there are some further
ideas to study in order to make the method more efficient and applicative. The fu15

ture development of limited memory bundle method includes the study of alternative ways of constraint handling (with more complicated constraints), for instance,
those based on interior point methods.
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Appendix
Limited memory matrices The limited memory variable metric matrices used in
our algorithm are represented in the compact matrix form originally described in [4].
Let us denote by m̂c the user-specified maximum number of stored correction
pairs (3 ≤ m̂c ) and by m̂k = min { k − 1, m̂c } the current number of stored correction
pairs. Then the n × m̂k dimensional correction matrices Sk and Uk are defined by


Sk = sk−m̂k . . . sk−1
and


Uk = uk−m̂k . . . uk−1 .
The inverse limited memory BFGS update is defined by the formula
Dk = ϑk I + Qk Nk QTk ,

(14)

where ϑk is a positive scaling parameter,


Qk = Sk ϑk Uk ,
and

 −1 T
(Rk ) (Ck + ϑk UkT Uk )Rk−1 −(Rk−1 )T
.
Nk =
−Rk−1
0
Here, on the other hand, Rk and Ck are matrices of order m̂k given by the form
(
(sk−m̂k −1+i )T (uk−m̂k −1+j ),
(Rk )ij =
0,

if i ≤ j
otherwise,

Ck = diag [sTk−m̂k uk−m̂k , . . . , sTk−1 uk−1].
The similar representation for the direct limited memory BFGS update can be
written by
Bk =

1
I − Q̄k N̄k Q̄Tk ,
ϑk
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(15)

where


Q̄k = Uk ϑ1k Sk ,

−1
−Ck
LTk
N̄k =
Lk ϑ1 SkT Sk
#−1

−1 "
1/2
1/2
−1/2
Ck
0
−Ck
Ck LTk
=
,
−1/2
0
JkT
−Lk Ck
Jk
(
(sk−m̂k −1+i )T (uk−m̂k −1+j ), if i > j
(Lk )ij =
0,
otherwise,
and
Jk JkT =

1 T
S Sk + Lk Ck−1 LTk .
ϑ k

Note that here we have
Lk = SkT Uk − Rk .
In addition, the inverse limited memory SR1 update is defined by
Dk = ϑk I − Wk Mk−1 WkT ,

(16)

where
Wk = ϑk Uk − Sk

and

Mk = ϑk UkT Uk − Rk − RkT + Ck ,
and, correspondingly, the direct SR1 update is defined by
Bk =

1
I + W̄k M̄k−1 W̄kT ,
ϑk

(17)

where
W̄k = Uk −

1
Sk
ϑk

and

M̄k = Lk + LTk + Ck −

1 T
S Sk .
ϑk k
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